My name is Becca Wertheimer and I run a small business called Storied. I interview
people about stories they feel are important to share with those they love. I have always loved talking to people and hearing stories about their lives. As a Licensed Clinical Social Worker for over a decade, I have spent hours honing the skills of listening,
asking questions, and helping people feel comfortable sharing. With Storied, I use
my skills to promote joy and connection.
Storied is my answer to how preserve family history, lore and funny tales. It is my
unique way to facilitate story sharing while also sharing what you love, admire, and
have learned from those around you.
HOW IT WORKS:
When you have a story, memory, or an audience in mind, let's talk. Every Storied experience includes a 15-minute consultation call. This gives us a chance to get to know
each other a bit, allows you to set the tone and direction of your story, and ensures
you get the most out of your Storied interview session. From there we will set up an
interview time and get started.
INTERVIEW PROCESS:
The interview process is tailored to your specific story and intended audience. I am
here to support you in sharing your story in a way that feels relaxed and enjoyable. I
will lead the interview. The only prep that you will have to do is look over the questions and jot down anything you want to be sure to remember to share. I try to get to
most of the questions but will allow for the natural progression of the conversation as
well.
To record the interview, I use a few different platforms:
Riverside.FM You will need a laptop/desktop or phone with good internet,
headphones and Chrome browser. It is similar in look and function to Zoom in
that we will be able to see each other but only audio will be recorded.
iCall Recorder: Can be used on a landline. I call you and record it on my end.
In-person: If you live in the Portland, Maine area we can record in-person in my
office/studio space in South Portland (855 Sawyer St, South Portland).
PLEASE NOTE: With any of the remote recording platforms, please try to be a in a
room with the door closed, windows closed, fans off in order to cut down on any
background noise.
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COST AND FINAL PRODUCT:
Up to 90-minute package for $300
This includes:
• Pre-interview consultation call
• Interview questions to review ahead of the scheduled interview time
• Up to 90 minutes of interview time (in-person or remote)
• Interviews can include up to 3 people at the same time
• Postproduction editing time
• Email of digital interview for review
• Up to 20 minutes of re-editing if necessary
• Gift boxed interview saved on a USB flash drive and the digital audio file delivered
via unique Dropbox link
• Prompt and responsive email, phone, text communications
Up to a 45-minute package for $150
This includes:
• Pre-interview consultation call
• Interview questions to review ahead of the scheduled interview time
• Up to 45 minutes of interview time (in-person or remote)
• Interviews can include up to 3 people at the same time
• Postproduction editing time
• Email of digital interview for review
• Up to 20 minutes of re-editing if necessary
• Gift boxed interview saved on a USB flash drive and the digital audio file delivered
via unique Dropbox link
• Prompt and responsive email, phone, text communications
ADDITIONAL CHARGES THAT MAY APPLY:
•

• A $50 fee for coordinating any more than 5 people will be charged.
• After I have edited your interview, I will send it to you via Dropbox link to review. If
you have changes you would like me to make to your edited interview, I am happy
to do so. Any additional edits that take me under 20 minutes are complementary.
Any edits after the complimentary time will cost $50 per hour.
• Additional copies of gift boxed interview can be purchased for $20 each. Sales tax
and shipping will apply.
• Please reach out to me directly for quotes on larger group compilation packages
YOUR FINAL PRODUCT:
•

• Emailed digital audio file delivered via a Dropbox link.
• Gift boxed interview saved on a USB flash drive.
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